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Abstrat
When one tries to simulate quantum spin systems by the Monte Carlo method,
often the 'minus-sign problem' is enountered. In suh a ase, an appliation of
probabilisti methods is not possible. In this paper the method has been proposed
how to avoid the minus sign problem for ertain lass of frustrated Heisenberg mod-
els. The systems where this method is appliable are, for instane, the pyrohlore
lattie and the J1 − J2 Heisenberg model. The method works in singlet setor. It
relies on expression of wave funtions in dimer (pseudo)basis and writing down the
Hamiltonian as a sum over plaquettes. In suh a formulation, matrix elements of
the exponent of Hamiltonian are positive.
1 Introdution
The systems onsidered in this paper are Heisenberg models for spin one-half, with
ompeting antiferromagneti (AF) interations  i.e. frustrated ones:
HΛ =
∑
i,j∈Λ
Jij si · sj ,
where s is a vetor of Pauli matries, Λ ⊂ Zd, Jij > 0 (AF ase).
Frustrated systems are very interesting and hard to analyse and understand,
both in lassial version and espeially in the quantum ase. The soure of these
diulties traes bak to the large ground-state degeneray in the lassial version.
The prototype of suh system is AF Ising model on triangular lattie [1℄. Suh
systems are very sensitive to perturbations. A onsequene is a possibility of very
ompliated ground-state and nite temperature phase diagrams. This situation
takes plae, for instane, in an ANNNI model [2℄ (innite number of phases, devil's
stairase, et). Besides of numerous eorts and important results [2℄, [3℄, [4℄ (for
reviews, see [5℄, [6℄, [10℄), full treatment of suh systems is not worked out so far.
The situation for quantum frustrated antiferromagnet is even less lear. It is
generally suspeted that  in the ase of strongly frustrated systems  the ground
state emerging as a linear ombination of many lassial ongurations is a feature-
less, spin liquid state, i.e. state without long-range ordering, where orrelation
1
funtions fall-o exponentially [8℄. However, one annot exlude another senario:
order by disorder  exoti orderings absent in a lassial version of these models.
Suh senarios are moreover sensitive to the underlying lattie struture. (For a
review, see for instane [9℄). To my best knowledge, no general denite onlusions
have been obtained so far.
Among frustrated latties, perhaps the most popular ones are: triangular; kagomé;
pyrohlore; square lattie with 'rossing bonds' (alled also the J1−J2 model). This
last ase is partiularly interesting due to its possible relation with high-temperature
superondutivity: Quite often one onsiders the t − t′ two-dimensional Hubbard
model as a 'minimal model' for HTSC [7℄. Behaviour of this last model is still not
fully understood. A natural starting point in suh a study is the limiting ase: half-
lling and large oupling onstant; under these onditions, the t− t′ Hubbard model
simplies to J1 − J2 Heisenberg model.
As a sample of natural questions in the study of frustrated systems one an men-
tion the following ones (for deniteness, let us onentrate on the J1−J2 Heisenberg
model):
• Nature of ground state: For whih range of values of the ratio α = J2/J1
we have an antiferromagneti (Neel) ordering? Is there a spin-liquid state for
strong frustration?
• Desribe the nature of rossover between ordered and disordered state upon
inreasing frustration.
Exat results on the area of frustrated models are rather rare. For partiular
forms of interations, there exist exat results for ground states, obtained by AKLT
[11℄ as well as related results [12℄. It is however unlear if they an be generalized
to more general forms of interations. Some general properties of frustrated systems
have been obtained in [14℄, [15℄, [16℄ (they are important in the ontext of this
paper). One an mention also quite a few approximate reliable results, for instane
[13℄ (based on BCS-like ansatz on wave funtion).
One of general tools used to alulate the partition funtion ZΛ and thermody-
nami funtions for quantum spin systems is an appliation of LieTrotter produt
formula. Let us desribe the general setup of ertain version thereof, i.e. the Suzuki
approah [17℄.
LieTrotter produt formula [17℄, [19℄ states that if A,B  nite-dimensional
matries, then
eA+B = lim
n→∞
(
e
A
n e
B
n
)n
.
Using this formula, one alulates ZΛ in the following way:
1. Write:
H = H1 +H2,
in suh a way that H1, H2 are sums of ommuting operators.
2. Using LieTrotter formula, we have:
Z = Tre−βH = Tre−β(H1+H2) =
= Tr
[
lim
n→∞
(
e
−βH1
n e
−βH2
n
)n]
=
= lim
n→∞
∑
{α1},{α2},...,{α2n}
〈α1|e
−βH1
n |α2〉〈α2|e
−βH2
n |α3〉 . . .
2
· 〈α2n−1|e
−βH1
n |α2n〉〈α2n|e
−βH2
n |α1〉 (1)
(here {αi} is a basis in the Hilbert spae of system states).
If it happens that above matrix elements are positive, then the life is easier, as
one an apply probabilisti tehniques:
• Monte Carlo method  in numerial aspets; it is alled the quantum Monte
Carlo [20℄,
• ontour expansion tehniques [18℄ or stohasti geometry methodology in rig-
orous studies; as examples, one an mention spin hains [21℄, or Bose-Hubbard
models [22℄, [23℄.
For numerous important ases, matrix elements are positive. It is the ase, for
instane, of the quantum Ising model in transverse magneti eld, ferromagneti
Heisenberg model, XY model, Faliov-Kimball model (for a review, see [20℄). These
systems as well as numerous other ones have been suessfully studied with the use
of quantum Monte Carlo method.
But alas! In general, matrix elements are not positive. (This is famous minus-
sign problem in the quantum Monte Carlo method).
In ertain ases, this problem an be overomed. For instane, if one onsiders
antiferromagneti Heisenberg model, then for simplest hoie of basis states in (1)
(Ising basis), the problem is present. But it an be overomed for the model on
bipartite latties, using more sophistiated tehniques [24℄. This is also the ase of
the Hubbard model on bipartite latties and for half-lling [25℄. Some results for
frustrated antiferromagnets have been reported [26℄. However  to my best knowl-
edge  the solution of the minus-sign problem is still laking for general frustrated
antiferromagneti Heisenberg models.
The goal of this paper is elaboration of the quantum Monte Carlo sheme for
ertain lass of frustrated Heisenberg models. Using this sheme, matrix elements
obtained are positive.
This sheme onerns the J1 − J2 Heisenberg model and holds under ertain
onditions. There are:
1. Presene of reetion symmetry in the system,
2. We restrit ourselves to the singlet setor of the system (i.e. we assume that
the total spin of the system is zero).
The rst assumption is not too restritive and is tehnial only; it is neessary to
apply the Lieb-Shupp theorem (disussed below). The seond one is more serious.
But we an argue as follows. For ertain lass of frustrated antiferromagneti Heisen-
berg models (inluding the pyrohlore and J1 − J2 model but not the triangular or
kagomé latties), we have Lieb and Shupp theorem [14℄,[15℄, [16℄ stating that the
ground state of suh systems is singlet. One then an hope that performing the MC
simulation in the singlet setor at nite temperature T , and then tending with T to
zero, we will obtain reliable properties of ground state of suh a system.
The sketh of the sheme is as follows. It is well known that positivity of matrix
elements is a problem of the hoie of basis in the set of 'intermediate states' |αi〉〈αi|
in formula (1) (instrutive examples an be found in [20℄). If one hooses the basis
being a tensor produt of Ising states (it is perhaps the simplest hoie) as the basis
of 'intermediate states', then some of matrix elements of Hamiltonian are negative.
Assume however that we work in the singlet setor. It is known that every singlet
an be built up from dimers, i.e. two-spin wave funtions of total spin equal to zero.
(This will be disussed in the Setion 2). Suh a form of singlets have been used in
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numerous papers: [8℄, [27℄, [28℄, [29℄. Consider now the system dened on the Z
2
lattie or, more generally, on a bipartite one (i.e. omposed of two sublatties alled
A and B in suh a way that only neighbours of A type sites are B type sites and vie
versa). Moreover, let us impose the ondition that one spin of every dimer belongs
to A sublattie and the seond one to B sublattie. Now, onsider the model with
nn interations (or, more generally, with unfrustrated ones). It turns out that (for
details see below Se. 3) that matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are non-negative.
But if we onsider the Heisenberg model with frustrated interations (for de-
niteness, take the J1− J2 Heisenberg model), then some of matrix elements are still
negative. How to ure this situation? The idea is as follows: Let us write the Hamil-
tonian as a sum of the plaquette terms, i.e. four-spin Hamiltonians being dened
on the 2× 2 plaquettes on the lattie. One an hope that in suh a situation, neg-
ative ontributions oming from nnn interations will be ompensated by positive
ones oming from nn interations. It turns out this is the ase: Matrix elements
alulated with the use of plaquettes are positive. The alulations are presented in
Se. 4.
The paper is organized as follows. In the Se. 2, the general setup is introdued:
onstrution of singlet wave funtions from dimers is explained, and the salar prod-
ut of two singlet wave funtions is alulated and interpreted in geometrial terms.
In Se. 3, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian written as a sum of two-spin
interations are alulated.
The entral part of the paper is Se. 4, where matrix elements of the Hamiltonian
written as a sum of four-spin (plaquette) interations are alulated. Moreover,
the (not quite obvious) positivity of matrix elements is proved there. The Se. 5
ontains summary and disussion of results obtained as well as onsiderations how
to generalize the results. In the Appendix, tehnial tools used in alulations are
presented (spetral resolution of self-adjoint operators and its appliation to two-
and four-spin hamiltonians).
2 Dimers, singlets and all that
Consider the dimer, i.e. the singlet wave funtion loalized on sites i, j:
(ij) =
1√
2
(|i+j−〉 − |i−j+〉)
Assume now that the total number of spins is even, i.e. we are dealing with 2N spin
system. Then every singlet wave funtion Ψ2N an be built from dimers:
Ψ2N =
∑
ci1,...,iN ;j1,...,jN (i1j1)(i2j2) . . . (iN jN ), (2)
[27℄, [28℄, [29℄. This representation is non-unique for N > 1 (the set of all suh dimer
produts is an overompleted set of vetors spanning all the spae of singlets).
Consider now the square lattie. It is bipartite one, and all onsiderations below
refer also to suh latties. Divide the lattie into two kinds of sites: A- and B-type
sites. We demand that in (2)
ik ∈ A, jk ∈ B for all k = 1, . . . , N. (3)
Also in this ase the set of all dimer produts is an overompleted set (for N > 2)
in the vetor spae of singlets.
Consider now some singlet wave funtion on the lattie, whih is a produt of
dimers. Suh a funtion possess a natural geometri interpretation [27℄. Every dimer
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Figure 1: An example of dimer wave funtion on 4 × 4 lattie. Two sorts of sites of the
bipartite lattie are represented by irles and heavy dots. Dimers are represented as
'bonds' linking lattie sites of opposite kinds.
(ikjk) an be illustrated as a 'bond' linking lattie sites ik and jk (remember ik ∈ A,
jk ∈ B). Notie that every lattie site is oupied by the end of exatly one bond;
in the other words, dimers are 'losely paked'. Suh a situation is illustrated on
Fig. 1.
Consider now the salar produt of two suh funtions Ψ1, Ψ2:
Sij = 〈Ψ1|Ψ2〉 (4)
Let us draw both funtions on a lattie. Suh a situation an be viewed as a
set of losed polygons. Every suh a polygon is formed by dimers belonging to
Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . (in alternating manner); the number of bonds forming this poly-
gon is even. It is illustrated on the Fig. 2.
Consider rst the situation where wave funtions Ψ1,Ψ2 orrespond to single
non-trivial polygon on the lattie. (We all the polygon nontrivial if it is not a
'double bond', i.e. if its length is 2L, L > 1). It is a matter of straighforward
alulation (it follows also from the 'redution priniple', see below) to show that
[27℄
〈Ψ1|Ψ2〉 = 1
2L−1
. (5)
This result an be generalized to the situation where Ψ1,Ψ2 orrespond to family of
polygons: P1 of length 2L1, . . . , Pk of length 2Lk. In suh a ase, we have [27℄:
〈Ψ1|Ψ2〉 = 2−[
Pk
i=1(Li−1)]. (6)
3 Matrix elements of exponens of the Heisen-
berg operator: two-spin form
In this Setion, we onsider the model with nearest-neighbour interations. (Al-
though the main interest of this paper are frustrated models, onsiderations of this
5
Figure 2: Two dimer funtions (Ψ1: dashed line and Ψ2: ontinuous line) and polygons
formed by them. Every site is oupied by exatly one end of dimer belonging to Ψ1 and
the same for Ψ2. On the piture there are two trivial polygons (formed by 2 dimers) and
three non-trivial ones (formed by 4 dimers).
setion an be treated as a warm-up and a presentation of tehniques used in the
next setion). The Hamiltonian is of the form
H = J
∑
〈ij〉
hij , (7)
where hij = si · sj .
Write an expression (7) in the form
H = H1 +H2 +H3 +H4, (8)
in suh a way that H1, . . . ,H4 are sums of ommuting operators. One possible way to
ahieve this goal is as follows. Every site index i is in fat a two-index: i = (ix, iy),
where ix is horizontal index on the lattie and iy is vertial index. Divide the
Hamiltonian (7) into H1, . . . ,H4 in the following way:
• H1 is a sum of these operators hij where i, j are of the form: (2k, 2l), (2k, 2l+1).
Denote it as type 1;
• H2 is a sum of hij 's where i, j are of the form: (2k, 2l), (2k + 1, 2l)  type 2;
• H3 is a sum of h′ijs where i, j are of the form: (2k, 2l + 1), (2k + 1, 2l + 1) 
type 3;
• H4 is a sum of hij 's where i, j are of the form: (2k + l, 2l), (2k + 1, 2l + 1) 
type 4.
Consider now a matrix element 〈ΨI | exp(KHk)|ΨJ〉, k = 1, . . . , 4 in order to
hek its positivity. Every operator Hk is a sum of ommuting operators, so, if
Hk =
∑
i,j of type k
hij , then exp(KHk) =
∏
i,j of type k
exp(Khij)  so one an write:
〈ΨI | exp(KHk)|ΨJ〉 =
6
=
∑
α1
∑
α2
· · ·
∑
αM
〈ΨI | exp(Khi1j1)|Ψα1〉〈Ψα1 | exp(Khi2j2)|Ψα2〉 . . . 〈ΨαM | exp(KhiM jM )ΨJ〉
(here M is a number of operators hij in Hk). We an make a onlusion that if
matrix elements of the operator exp(Khij) is positive, then the matrix element of
exp(KHk) is also positive.
Let us alulate the matrix element of two-spin operator hij :
〈Ψ1| exp(Khij)|Ψ2〉 (9)
where |Ψ1〉, |Ψ2〉 are dimer funtions, K = −βJ/N . Notie that antiferromagneti
ase J > 0 imply K ∈]−∞, 0[.
Below, the following notation will be useful:
ǫ1 = exp(K/2), ǫ3 = exp(−3K/2).
Notie that ǫ1 ∈]0, 1[, ǫ3 ∈]1,∞[.
Let us onsider rst the situation where i, j are nearest neighbours.
We have three sorts of situation:
a) The operator exp(Khij) ats on |Ψ1〉, whih ontains the (ij) dimer; it is
illustrated on Fig. 3a. The value of the matrix element is
〈Ψ2| exp(Khij)|Ψ1〉 = ǫ3〈Ψ2|Ψ1〉; (10)
we see that this element is positive.
b) The operator exp(Khij) is loalized on a bond onneting two dierent poly-
gons; see Fig. 3b. We have:
〈Ψ2| exp(Khij)|Ψ1〉 = 1
4
(3ǫ1 + ǫ3)〈Ψ2|Ψ1〉 (11)
whih is also positive.
) The operator exp(Khij) ats inside one onneted polygon, but there are at
least three polygon 'bonds' between i and j sites; see Fig. 3. In suh a situation we
have:
〈Ψ2| exp(Khij)|Ψ1〉 = ǫ3〈Ψ2|Ψ1〉; (12)
learly, it is also positive.
Similar matrix elements (but of the operator hij instead of its exponent) have
been alulated in [27℄. In the ase onsidered here, they have been derived by
straightforward alulation with the use of simple algebrai tools: spetral resolution
of the operator hij and the 'redution priniple'. Details of alulation of matrix
elements is presented below.
A matrix element for situation a) (presented on Fig. 3a) an be alulated im-
mediately. Namely, in this situation the operator exp(Khij) ats for dimer funtion
(ij), whih is an eigenfuntion of hij (and of ourse of exp(Khij)). Using property
(24) we get the expression (10).
For situations b and ) (presented on Figs. 3b and 3), we apply the redution
priniple rst. Suh a redution is performed in two steps R.I and R.II.
R.I We examine the quotient q:
q =
〈Ψ2| exp(Khij)|Ψ1〉
〈Ψ2|Ψ1〉 (13)
Ψ1 and Ψ2 funtions form losed (not neessarily onneted) polygon P . Assume
that these funtions an be written as: Ψ1 = Φ1(lk)(nm), Ψ2 = Φ2(lm)(np). Let us
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a) b)
D1
D2
c)
b’) c’)
c’’)
Figure 3: a), b), )  three kinds of matrix elements of the operator exp(Khij) listed
above. The ation of this operator is denoted as a bold line; gray and dashed lines denote
dimers forming the funtions Ψ1 and Ψ2, respetively. ') is obtained from ) by one
step of redution priniple R.I; upon this operation, neighbouring dimers D1 and D2 are
eliminated. b') is obtained from b) by three steps of redution R.I. ) has been obtained
from ') by two steps of R.II.
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remove the site l and identify k and m sites (this situation an be viewed as removing
dimers D1 = (kl) from Ψ1 and D2 = (mk) from Ψ2 with subsequent identiations
of sites k and m). This way, we obtain 'redued' funtions ΨR1 = Φ1(nk) and
ΨR2 = Φ2(np) and 'redued' polygon P
R
. We assume that all sites k, l,m, n, p are at
a distane greater than 1 from i and j. Then, the quotient q obtained for funtions
Ψ1 and Ψ2 (13) is equal to the quotient q
R
alulated for funtions ΨR1 and Ψ
R
2 :
qR =
〈ΨR2 | exp(Khij)|ΨR1 〉
〈ΨR2 |ΨR1 〉
(14)
Less formally, we an say that the quotient q will not hange if we remove two
neighbouring dimers from the polygon P .
Proof. Let us remember how to alulate the salar produt for dimer wave
funtions: After expressing them in the 'plus-minus' basis, we sum over all sites and
spin degrees of freedom for every site.
Let us onsider the matrix element 〈Ψ2| exp(Khij)|Ψ1〉. Let us expand dimer
funtions (lk), (nm), (lm), (np) in the base of 'plus-minus' funtions. Then, let us
sum over spin indies of sites l and m. After straightforward alulations, remem-
bering about normalization fators for dimers and using orthonormality relation of
spin funtions on arbitrary site r: 〈rσ |rσ′〉 = δσσ′ , we obtain:
〈Ψ2| exp(Khij)|Ψ1〉 = 1
2
〈ΨR2 | exp(Khij)|ΨR1 〉 (15)
Analogous alulation gives
〈Ψ2|Ψ1〉 = 1
2
〈ΨR2 |ΨR1 〉 (16)
so we obtain desired equality q = qR.
After (possibly, multiple) appliation of redution priniple to situations as in
Figs. 3b and 3, we get situations suh as on Figs. 3b' and 3'. This way, redution
priniple makes possible the alulation of matrix elements for situations, where
wave funtions oupy at most 6 sites.
R.II By straightforward alulation one obtains that both ases illustrated on
Figs. 3' and 3 give equal value of q. (This step is not neessary, but its analogon
for plaquettes will be useful due to ÷onomy reasons).
Two ases obtained after redution, i.e. the ones illustrated on Figs. 3b' and 3'
(or, equivalently, 3) an be alulated immediately. The line of alulations is as
follows: For the wave funtion Ψ1, one passes from dimer form to the 'plus-minus'
basis. Then, one alulates an ation of the operator exp(Khij) on Ψ1, making
use of spetral resolution of the operator hij given by (25), (26) as well as formula
(24). And last, one alulates the salar produt of expression obtained with the Ψ2
funtion, expressed in the 'plus-minus' basis.
We an onlude this setion by an assertion that matrix elements for nearest
neighbour Heisenberg model are positive, so we have no minus sign problem here.
In my opinion, suh a result an be viewed as an interesting one, but not exiting:
There are other approahes, where minus-sign problem has been overomed [24℄,
[25℄, [26℄.
Now, let us onsider the frustrated ase (i.e. the J1 − J2 Heisenberg model). In
this ase, however, the matrix elements are in general not positive. As an example, let
us mention situation analogous to the ase b) above, but where i, j are next-nearest
neighbours. In suh a ase, we have
〈Ψ2| exp(Khij)|Ψ1〉 = −1
4
(3ǫ1 + ǫ3)〈Ψ2|Ψ1〉, (17)
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J1J2
1 2
34
Figure 4: Elementary plaquette on whih the plaquette hamiltonian (18) is dened. Sites
are arranged antilokwise.
whih is not positive. In the other words: For frustrated (J1−J2) model, where both
nn and nnn interation are present, the minus-sign problem still exists.
How to ure the problem? The idea is as follows: Write the Hamiltonian as a
sum over plaquettes (4-spin) sets. One an hope that negative ontribution will be
ompensated by positive one. (It is not obvious a priori, as two-body operators
entering into plaquette operator does not ommute in general). It turns out that
in suh a formulation, the matrix elements are positive; details are desribed in the
following Setion.
4 Matrix elements of exponens of the Heisen-
berg operator: plaquette form
Consider the Heisenberg model on a (subset of) square lattie. We assume that
there are nn and nnn interation. For onreteness, we onsider the J1 − J2 model,
but all onsiderations apply also in the ase of 'pyrohlore' lattie and some others.
We assume that the system exhibits the reetion symmetry (remember in suh a
ase, the ground state is singlet).
The setup for wave funtions is the same as previously: We assume that wave
funtions are built up from 'bipartite' dimers.
Consider the Hamiltonian dened on a square plaquette:
h = h12 + h23 + h34 + h41 + α(h13 + h24), (18)
(see Fig.4), where: hij = si · sj , α = J2/J1.
We have:
H =
∑
i∈Λ
h,i (19)
Analogously as before, let us write the Hamiltonian in the form
H = H1 +H2 +H3 +H4, (20)
where eah of terms H1, . . . ,H4 is a sum of ommuting plaquette operators. This
division an be done, for instane, in the following form. Plaquette index in (19) is
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a) b) c)
Figure 5: Illustration of the seond step redution (R.II.plaq) ation. a) orresponds to
initial onguration; b) is the onguration after single ation of (R.II.plaq); on ), after
three further ations of (R.II.plaq). All three ongurations have the same value of q.
in fat a two-index: i = (ix, iy), where ix  horizontal omponent, iy  vertial one.
H1, . . . ,H4 are dened as:
• H1 is a sum of these operators h,i where i is of the form: (2k, 2l). Denote it
as type 1;
• H2 is a sum of these operators h,i where i is of the form: (2k+1, 2l). Denote
it as type 2;
• H3 is a sum of these operators h,i where i is of the form: (2k, 2l+1). Denote
it as type 3;
• H4 is a sum of these operators h,i where i is of the form: (2k + 1, 2l + 1).
Denote it as type 4.
As in the previous Setion one shows that if matrix elements of elementary pla-
quette operator 〈ΨI | exp(Kh)|ΨJ〉 are positive, then matrix elements 〈ΨI | exp(KHk)|ΨJ〉
are also positive.
Let us alulate the matrix element of h. This will be done in two stages. In
the rst step we apply the 'redution priniple'. Its rst stage R.I.plaq is idential
as in the ase of two-site hamiltonian R.I, i.e. it allows to derease the number of
neighbouring polygon edges by two without hange of the quotient q, where q is
q =
〈Ψ2| exp(Kh)|Ψ1〉
〈Ψ2|Ψ1〉 (21)
The proof of R.I.plaq is also idential as previously, so we will not repeat it. This
way, all alulations are redued to ases where wave funtions oupy at most 12
sites. It is possible further redution. This seond step of redution is similar to
R.II but not idential:
R.II.plaq: Assume that in the onguration there appear a square onsisting of
the following sides: One edge belong to the hamiltonian plaquette (say, this is (i, j)
side); two sides are dimers belonging to the funtion Ψ1: (i, l), (k, j); and the last
side is dimer belonging to the funtion Ψ2: (let it be (k, l)). In suh a onguration,
one an eliminate two sides (k, j) and (k, l) and replae the square (i, j, k, l) by one
bond (i, j) with dimer (i, j).
The proof of R.II.plaq an be obtained by a straightforward alulation. An
example of its ation is illustrated on Fig. 5.
This way, after redutions, we have to alulate matrix elements of the plaquette
hamiltonian with wave funtions dened on at most 8 sites.
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I II III IV
V VI VII VIII
Figure 6: Redued ongurations for plaquette Hamiltonian.
It turns out that there are eight suh ongurations. They are illustrated on
Fig.6. The matrix elements orresponding to them an be alulated in a straight-
forward manner  similarly as in the previous Setion for the ase of two-spin Hamil-
tonian. Basi steps of suh alulations are:
1. We express dimer funtions in the 'plus-minus' basis.
2. We alulate the ation of the exp(Kh) operator on the funtion Ψ1, using
the spetral resolution of the operator h (neessary formulas are olleted in
Se. 6.2) together with the formula (24).
3. And last, we alulate the salar produt of the expression obtained above with
the wave funtion Ψ2 (expressed in the 'plus-minus' basis).
Calulations are straightforward but lengthy, and they have been performed with
the use of symboli alulations programme (Maple). The results are summarized
in the Table below.
In formulas below, the following notation has been used y = exp(−K); a = α/2.
We assume that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (as for these values of α we have warranty that the
ground state of the system is singlet [16℄, [31℄). Remember that for 0 ≤ T ≤ ∞, we
have 1 ≤ y ≤ ∞.
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Table: Values of matrix elements of the quotient q for eight redued ongura-
tions on Fig. 6.
No q
I
1
16
(
y3a + y2−a + 6ya + 3y1−a + 5y−1−a
)
II
1
16
(
y3a + 3y2−a + 6ya + 6y1−a
)
III
1
8
(−y3a + y2−a + 3y1−a + 5y−1−a)
IV
1
8
(−y3a + 3y2−a + 6y1−a)
V
1
4
(
y3a + 3y2−a
)
VI
1
2
(−y3a + 3y2−a)
VII
1
4
(
y3a + 3y2−a − 6ya + 6y1−a)
VIII
1
4
(
y3a + y2−a − 6ya + 3y1−a + 5y−1−a)
Some of expressions in the Table are evidently positive (there are: I, II, V). It
turns out that remaining expressions are also positive; proofs are presented below.
Remember that a ∈ [0, 12 ] and y ∈]1,∞[. Fators before expressions for q are
skipped.
• Situation III. We have:
−y3a + y2−a + 3y1−a + 5y−1−a ≥ −y3a + y2−a = y3a(−1 + y2−4a);
but for 2− 4a ≥ 0 and for y > 1 we have (−1 + y2−4a) > 0.
• Situation IV.
−y3a + 3y2−a + 6y1−a ≥ −y3a + y2−a,
and this is the same expression as in III.
• Situation VI.
−y3a + 3y2−a ≥ −y3a + y2−a,
so we again obtain ase studied in III.
• Situation VII.
y3a + 3y2−a − 6ya + 6y1−a ≥ 6(−ya + y1−a) = 6ya(−1 + y1−2a)
and, analogously as in III, onditions: 1−2a ≥ 0, y > 1 imply that −1+y1−2a >
0.
• Situation VIII. This is the most ompliated one. Write rst:
y3a+y2−a−6ya+3y1−a+5y−1−a = y3a+y2−a−3ya+5y−1−a+3(−ya+y1−a).
Due to argumentation idential as in III, the last term (in parentheses) is pos-
itive: −ya + y1−a = ya(−1 + y1−2a) ≥ 0. So, it is suient to show positivity
of y3a + y2−a − 3ya + 5y−1−a = ya(y2a + y2−2a − 3 + 5y−1−2a).
Consider two extreme ases (i.e. a = 0 and a = 12) of the expression in
parentheses above. We have for a = 0:
1 + y2 − 3 + 5y−1 > y − 2 + 1
y
+
4
y
=
(√
y − 1√
y
)2
+
4
y
> 0,
and for a = 12
y + y − 3 + 5y−2 = y−2(2y3 − 3y2 + 5) = y−2(y + 1)(2y2 − 5y + 5),
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whih is greater than zero for y ≥ 1, as it follows from elementary onsidera-
tions.
For intermediate values of a, i.e. 0 < a < 12 , let us write
y2a + y2−2a − 3 + 5y−1−2a = y−1−2a(y1+4a + y3 − 3y1+2a + 5)
and notie that y1+4a > y, −y1+2a > −y2, so we have
y1+4a + y3 − 3y1+2a + 5 > y + y3 − 3y2 + 5 = (y + 1)(y2 − 4y + 5) > 0,
thus establishing positivity of VIII.
Let us summarize this setion by the statement that in the dimer basis, and for
the Hamiltonian written as a sum of plaquettes, matrix elements of the exp(Kh)
are positive.
5 Summary, onlusions
The tehnial tool to study (ertain lass of) frustrated systems has been developed,
whih (hopefully) would allow appliation of probabilisti tehniques.
This paper was devoted to the J1 − J2 Heisenberg model in any dimension (and
models whose Hamiltonians an are sums of frustrated plaquette hamiltonians; the
pyrohlore lattie is perhaps the most typial example). It would be tempting to
generalize the method to other frustrated systems. Suh a generalization probably
an be realized in the ase of other systems exhibiting reetion symmetry, for
instane 3d Heisenberg models with frustrated ubes; of ourse, one have to alulate
the matrix elements of Hamiltonians for frustrated units.
Generalization for frustrated systems exhibiting no reetion symmetry (suh as
kagomé or triangular ones in two dimensions) is less obvious. For suh systems,
matrix elements of frustrated units an be positive (author alulated suh elements
for triangular lattie and positivity holds also in this ase). But, on the other hand,
the method relies heavily on the assumption that we are working in the singlet
setor. It has been proved that the ground state(s) of the J1− J2 Heisenberg model
is singlet [14℄[16℄, [31℄, but for triangular or kagomé latties it is not known. (The
answer is probably positive, but the proof  as far I know  is laking). If the ground
state is singlet, then also in the ase of triangular lattie one an try to simulate the
ground state using this method.
The next point is the tehnial one: Full Monte Carlo simulation of dimer-
like models is rather diult task [32℄. It is not lear how diult would be an
implementation of the atual method; this paper is devoted only to development of
the sheme. However, ertain attempts towards onrete omputational realization
of this method are in progress.
It would be interesting to try to develop analogous method in the setor of S
arbitrary, not only S = 0. If suessful, it would be possible to perform qMC simula-
tions in arbitrary temperatures, not only in low-T region (as in the present version).
Moreover, it would be also possible to simulate systems where is no warranty that
the ground state is singlet (for instane, the triangular lattie). There are some
indiations that the proedure desribed in this paper ould be generalized for S
arbitrary. However, at this moment it is too early to say something denite.
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6 Appendix: Tehniques used in alulation of
matrix elements
Let A be the self-adjoint operator in nite-dimensional Hilbert spae H, dimH = N ;
let Sp(A) = {λi}  spetrum of A, Vi  the subspae orresponding to the eigenvalue
λi, dimVi = ni. We have:
∑
i ni = N , H = ⊕
i
Vi . Every suh operator A an be
represented in the form of the spetral resolution:
A =
∑
i
λiPi, (22)
where Pi  orthogonal projetion onto orresponding subspae Vi. These projetions
possess well known properties:
∑
i Pi = IdH (IdH  the identity operator in H);
P 2i = Pi for every i; PiPj = PjPi = 0 for i 6= j. Every suh projetion Pi onto
eigensubspae Vi an be alulated from the famous formula
Pi =
ni∑
k=1
|vik〉〈vik |, (23)
where |vik〉 is k-th vetor of orthonormal base spannning the Vi subspae.
If f(x)  analyti funtion, then we have:
f(A) =
∑
i
f(λi)Pi (24)
For the sake of ompleteness, we present below expressions for projetions, whih
appear in the spetral resolutions of operators hij and h.
6.1 Spetral resolution of the operator hij
For two spins, the state spae H2 is four-dimensional. The Hamiltonian hij =
si · sj ommutes with the total spin operator, so eigenvalues of hij an be lassied
aordingly to angular momentum quantum numbers. Eigenvalues of hij are: E0 =
−34 (total spin S is zero, i.e. the state is singlet; its multipliity is one), and E1 = 14
(here total spin S is one, i.e. it is a triplet. We have three triplet states with z-th
omponent of angular momentum equal to +1, 0,−1; all of them have the same
energy, so the multipliity of E1 is 3).
Let us hoose in H2 the standard ('plus-minus') basis e1, . . . , e4:
e1 = |i+j+〉, e2 = |i+j−〉, e3 = |i−j+〉, e4 = |i−j−〉,
In this basis, the Hamiltonian hij is given by the matrix:
hij = si · sj = 1
4


1 0 0 0
0 −1 2 0
0 2 −1 0
0 0 0 1

 , (25)
Projetors P0 (onto singlet subspae) and P1 (onto triplet subspae) are:
P0 =
1
2


0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0

 , P1 = 12


2 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 2

 . (26)
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6.2 Spetral resolution of the operator h
The spae of states for the system of four spins H4 is 24 = 16-dimensional. In suh
a situation, it is again very useful to exploit properties of the angular momentum
operator and lassify states aordingly to spin quantum numbers.
The plaquette Hamiltonian is given by (18). Remember α = J2/J1; it is more
onvenient to introdue a = α/2. The Hamiltonian (18) ommutes with total angular
momentum operator S. For eigenstates and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, good
quantum numbers are S (total spin) andM (z-th omponent of spin). Let us lassify
states aordingly to the value of M rst, and then, in every setor with given M ,
lassify the states aordingly to S. For eah suh state, we will give their energies
and orresponding projetors. Classiation of states with respet to values of M
proeeds as follows.
Among all 16 states, we have:
• One state with M = 2 (plus twin state M = −2). Both of them share S = 2.
• Four states with M = 1. Among them, there are: One state S = 2,M = 1 and
three states S = 1,M = 1. There are also twin states for M = −1.
• six M = 0 states. There are: one state S = 2,M = 0; three states S = 1,M =
0; two states S = 0,M = 0.
We an onsider only states with non-negative values of M , as all of them possess
their twins for −M .
Consider now all M setors. Eigenvalues will be denoted as : E
(n)
S,M (n  index
of the state), and orresponding projetions by P
(n)
S,M .
• M = 2 setor.
This is subspae spanned by one base vetor e
(2)
1 =
∣∣∣ + ++ +
〉
. The Hamiltonian
in this setor is simply a number 1 + a, whih is of ourse also the eigenvalue
E
(1)
2,2 . The projetion is trivial.
• M = 1 setor.
This subspae is four-dimensional. As a basis, let us hoose:
e
(1)
1 =
∣∣∣ − ++ +
〉
, e
(1)
2 =
∣∣∣ + −+ +
〉
, e
(1)
3 =
∣∣∣ + +− +
〉
, e
(1)
4 =
∣∣∣ + ++ −
〉
(27)
The Hamiltonian in this basis is given by:
h =
1
2


0 1 2a 1
1 0 1 2a
2a 1 0 1
1 2a 1 0

 (28)
Eigenvalues (i.e. energies) and orresponding projetors are:
E
(1)
2,1 = 1 + a, P
(1)
2,1 =
1
4


1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1


(this is M = 1 omponent of quintet). The remaining three states are triplets
(more preisely, the M = 1 omponents thereof). Two of them are degenerate:
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the subspae spanned by eigenvetors of E
(1)
1,1 is two-dimensional:
E
(1)
1,1 = −a, P (1)1,1 =
1
2


1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1

 ,
E
(2)
1,1 = −1 + a, P (2)1,1 =
1
4


1 −1 1 −1
−1 1 −1 1
1 −1 1 −1
−1 1 −1 1


And last, onsider
• The M = 0 setor. The basis is:
e
(0)
1 =
∣∣∣ + +− −
〉
, e
(0)
2 =
∣∣∣ − −+ +
〉
, e
(0)
3 =
∣∣∣ + −+ −
〉
, e
(0)
4 =
∣∣∣ − +− +
〉
,
e
(0)
5 =
∣∣∣ + −− +
〉
, e
(0)
6 =
∣∣∣ − ++ −
〉
(29)
The Hamiltonian in M = 0 setor is:
h =
1
2


−2a 0 2a 2a 1 1
0 −2a 2a 2a 1 1
2a 2a −2a 0 1 1
2a 2a 0 −2a 1 1
1 1 1 1 −2 + 2a 0
1 1 1 1 0 −2 + 2a


(30)
Eigenvalues and projetors are:
-) The M = 0 omponent of quintet:
E
(1)
2,0 = 1 + a, P
(1)
2,0 =
1
6


1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1


(31)
-) The M = 0 omponents of triplets:
E
(1)
1,0 = −a, P (1)1,0 =
1
2


1 −1 0 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


(32)
(remember that subspae spanned by eigenvetors orresponding to E
(1)
1,0 is
two-dimensional), and
E
(2)
1,0 = −1 + a, P (2)1,0 =
1
2


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 0 −1 1


(33)
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-) And last, singlets:
E
(1)
0,0 = −3a, P (1)0,0 =
1
4


1 1 −1 −1 0 0
1 1 −1 −1 0 0
−1 −1 1 1 0 0
−1 −1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


(34)
E
(2)
0,0 = −2 + a, P (2)0,0 =
1
12


1 1 1 1 −2 −2
1 1 1 1 −2 −2
1 1 1 1 −2 −2
1 1 1 1 −2 −2
−2 −2 −2 −2 4 4
−2 −2 −2 −2 4 4


(35)
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